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Known as the Thanksgiving Address, this Native American good morning message is based on the
belief that the natural world is a precious and rare gift - from the moon and the stars to the tiniest
blade of grass.
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What a lovely, touching book. I think I'll read this at the table this Thanksgiving, although it is a book
for everyday thanks, not really for Thanksgiving, the American holiday.I was disturbed by the one
critical review and I cannot help responding to it.Yes, this book is written as a Native American
message, and while I am not Native American, I love wisdom, spirituality, love, and reverence from
all traditions. It doesn't threaten my beliefs, nor will it confuse my child, for me to share knowledge of
other cultures. How sad to refuse that opportunity, in fear.I was very saddened to hear a reviewer
say that since they follow/love Jesus, the book wasn't for them. When one's spirituality becomes so
divisive, I think it is time to wonder if Jesus, or Mohamed, or Buddha, or any person of God would
really want us to disregard beauty and prayer from other traditions, and to separate ourselves from
each other. It really bothers me to see such a stance. It is this kind of attitude that gives religion a
bad taste for many.This is a book with Native American words of thanksgiving, which one could
easily discern from the title. If you don't want to see beautiful pictures of Native American people
and nature, don't buy it. If you don't want to read an uplifting message because it didn't come from
your tradition, don't buy it.If you do want to teach your children to love, unconditionally, and to
treasure this earth and the animals and people on it, this book is for you. I love it and am going to
buy a copy for each of our friends.

I am an early childhood teacher who wanted to read books having to do with gratitude. Believe it or
not, there are very few children's books on the subject, other than anthologies of children's prayers.
It is a wonderful book to read for Thanksgiving, with an ecology unit, or simply to promote wonder
and thanksgiving. I am delighted to be able to incorporate this book into my classroom.

I was blown away by this book and was proud to add it to my bookshelf. I am glad that publishers
are letting REAL Native American writers and artists tell our own stories our own way. The
Thanksgiving Address is a central component of Mohawk culture and I was proud to see this in the
hands of my children. This and SKYWOMAN by Joanne Shenandoah, Douglas George, John
Fadden and Dave Fadden have set a new standard in the publishing of Native American culture and
art. Now, if only some publisher would accept the challenge to do the same with Native American
history...(hint hint!)

Chief Jake Swamp and Erwin Printup Jr. combine their talents to create a book that will be an
instant bedtime favorite. The traditional Mohawk thanksgiving address is translated into easy to
understand words (the original address, written in Mohawk is included at the back of the book).
Richly colored illustrations bring the words to life and invite more than a fleeting casual glance.Chief
Jake Swamp has brilliantly captured the essence of his heritage without losing site of his target
audience. Each portion of the address is simply stated, and easy to understand. "Giving Thanks"
could easily have become redundant, but the words are translated in such a way that encourages
children to "join" their parents in reading out loud.Erwin Printup Jr. has created illustrations that
capture the eye of both young and old. While the younger set will find the pictures simple and pretty,
the older set will often find a picture within a picture. The style of Mr. Printup's illustrations is perfect
for this type of book, and could easily stand alone in art gallery.These two Native Americans have
allowed the rest of the world to see an important part of their heritage. The pictures and words will
be remembered long after the last page is turned

A simple but truly beautiful and wonderful book. To read with your children every morning and
express thanks to the world, promoting connectedness and deep respect of all things. Teaching our
children these important words will doubtlessly take us through these rough times and make the
world as beautiful and peaceful as it was intended to be.

Charming illustrations and meaningful text intrigued my 2 1/2 yr old granddaughter. We read the

book over and over. Teaching children to be thankful for all of creation is our responsibility and this
little book is a lovely way to get the message across to young...and old...alike.M. Kate

Chief Swamp captures the essence of spiritual truth found in all religions of the heart of meaning.
Gratitude toward our lives, our Earth, and our relations solidifies our lives and opens doors that may
have remained closed. Giving thanks is the touchstone of all life and all spiritual praxis. When this
gratitude comes forth from our depths we see change in our lives. Our consciousness transforms.
The cup is no longer half empty. We begin to see with new eyes and new intent toward Mother
Earth and our place on the planet. When we express our thanks and gratitude the small self begins
to shrink, and the larger relational self begins to expand. This is the beauty of following these simple
steps.Besides the wisdom which is profound, the illustrations are powerful and compelling. Great
book with an even greater message.

This is a simple book to read through for younger children. Written by native Americans it is a
"thanksgiving" book from their point of view, why native americans have always celebrated
thanksgiving. It has no mention of pilgrams or not fully proven, overly romanticized stories as most
thanksgivings are but simply a beautiful description of the season, the great harvest and respect for
the world around them. A book of why the Native Americans Gave thanks during this beautiful
season.
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